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Entertainment / Stage

James Kudelka’s Malcolm a daring puppet duet:
review
The famed choreographer’s premiere of Malcolm is sometimes funny, often tender,
mostly poignant and hauntingly enigmatic.

JEREMY MIMNAGH
James Kudelka and his no-strings puppet Malcolm.

By: Michael Crabb Dance, Published on Thu Feb 20 2014

Coleman Lemieux & Compagnie: Malcolm

Choreographed by James Kudelka (in collaboration with Bill
Coleman). Until Feb. 23 at The Citadel, 304 Parliament St.;
colemanlemieux.com or 416-364-8011.

Puppetry has never been mere kid’s play, as James Kudelka
demonstrates in Malcolm, an intimate duet featuring the
famed Canadian choreographer and an eponymous doll, on
view this week at presenting organization Coleman Lemieux
& Compagnie’s intimate home theatre, The Citadel.

More correctly it should be called a trio since the
accompaniment performed live by composer/pianist Dustin
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Peters is seamlessly woven into the fabric of this sometimes
funny, often tender, mostly poignant and hauntingly enigmatic theatrical haiku. Even
Peters’ baby grand has its own role in the unfolding drama.

The setting is unadorned, a wooden chair on a dais aligned diagonally within the space
and with the piano close by to the side.

It begins quietly enough with Malcolm, smartly costumed by Hoax Couture (Chris
Tyrell and Jim Searle) in white dress shirt and pale grey pants, sitting on Kudelka’s
knee. Kudelka, barefoot and dressed in plaid shirt and black jeans, manipulates the
stuffed cloth doll directly; no rods, strings or glove pockets here.

The absence of such devices quickly intensifies the apparent bond between puppet and
puppeteer to the point where one begins to imagine Malcolm less as an object than as a
strange projection of the puppeteer’s hidden inner life, although if Malcolm is an alter
ego he can sometimes be an ungovernable one.

Malcolm’s hand, then ear, presses against Kudelka’s chest, detecting the pulse of life
that somehow transfers to the doll as he becomes increasingly curious about the world
around him, the world of the performer.

He ventures onto the floor, clambers onto the piano, climbs to the summit of its raised
lid, slides along its keys and at one point dives inside.

The 45-minute work proceeds in episodes, marked by changes in Peters’ mostly
rippling, tonally shifting score.

At one point Malcolm, emboldened by his discoveries, becomes unruly and a violent
wrestling match ensues. Apart from the practical need to keep a grip on Malcolm,
Kudelka projects an emotional involvement that in every sense makes the work a true
duet. Puppet and puppeteer have their own separate journeys and, as we ultimately
discover, a disturbing co-dependency.

It might seem odd for Kudelka, acclaimed for such spectacular National Ballet
productions as The Nutcracker, Swan Lake and Cinderella, to resort to puppetry, but
then Kudelka has always been a little odd — in the most theatrically stimulating ways.
And he’s no stranger to puppetry, having portrayed a mad inventor who believes he can
infuse life into a cherished mechanical doll in the ballet Coppélia.

Kudelka knows Malcolm well; a disturbingly bald, pale figure made by Nell Coleman,
mother of presenting company co-founder Bill Coleman. Kudelka introduced Malcolm
to Toronto audiences four years ago in a short work called Beautiful Movie. In 2011,
Malcolm played a bigger role in Kudelka’s fascinating program AllOneWord, where the
hapless doll found himself the prime suspect in a murder investigation. Kudelka first
performed his duet with Malcolm in May last year, although it has been revised enough
now to be deemed a “world premiere.”

Kudelka also follows in a very long tradition of deploying inanimate objects, mostly of
human form, for theatrical purposes. And he’s far from alone. Puppetry is in the midst
of a renaissance, infiltrating a variety of “high art” forms. Canadian choreographer
Crystal Pite has exhibited an ongoing fascination with puppets in a number of recent
works. In 2009, Robert Lepage created theatre magic by deploying puppets in The
Nightingale and Other Fables for the Canadian Opera Company.

Despite so much evidence to the contrary, puppetry is still burdened with a false
popular reputation for cuteness, yet there’s nothing cute about Malcolm; and just when
you think it’s heading for a sentimental ending Kudelka defies expectation. No spoiler
here. You have to see it to understand how shocking puppetry can be.
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